Abstract-Agent-based models (ABMs) integrate the multiple scales of behavior and data to produce higher order dynamic phenomena and are increasingly used in the study of important social complex systems in biomedicine, socioeconomics, and ecology/ resource management. However, the development, validation, and use of ABMs are hampered by the need to execute very large numbers of simulations in order to identify their behavioral properties, a challenge accentuated by the computational cost of running realistic, large-scale, potentially distributed ABM simulations. In this paper, we describe the Extreme-scale Model Exploration with Swift (EMEWS) framework that is capable of efficiently composing and executing large ensembles of simulations and other "black box" scientific applications while integrating model exploration (ME) algorithms developed with the use of widely available third-party libraries written in popular languages, such as R and Python. EMEWS combines novel stateful tasks with traditional run-to-completion many-task computing and solves many problems relevant to high-performance workflows, including scaling to very large numbers (millions) of tasks, maintaining state and locality information, and enabling effective multiple-language problem solving. We present the high-level programming model of the EMEWS framework and demonstrate how it is used to integrate an active learning ME algorithm to dynamically and efficiently characterize the parameter space of a large and complex, distributed message passing interface agent-based infectious disease model. Index Terms-Agent-based modeling, high-performance computing (HPC), machine learning, metamodeling, parallel processing.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT improvements in high-performance agent-based models (ABMs) have enabled the simulation of a variety of complex systems, including the spread of infectious diseases and community-based healthcare interventions [1] , [2] , critical materials supply chains [3] , and land-use and resource management [4] , [5] . As ABMs have become more complex, capturing more salient features of the systems under study, parameters that dictate the structural (e.g., social networks), behavioral, and other dynamical elements of the models have increased in number. Other complex systems modeling approaches (e.g., mathematical modeling and system dynamics) can rely on assumptions about model and parameter space structures to make use of relatively efficient methods for model calibration and optimization. However, the highly nonlinear relationship between ABM input parameters and model outputs, as well as feedback loops and emergent behaviors, require less-efficient ensemble modeling approaches. These approaches execute large numbers of simulations, often in complex iterative workflows driven by sophisticated model exploration (ME) algorithms, such as active learning (AL), which adaptively refine model parameters through the analysis of recently generated simulation results and launch new simulations.
In order to facilitate these dynamic ME-based approaches, we have created the Extreme-scale ME with Swift (EMEWS) framework [6] , [7] . EMEWS, which is built on Swift/T [8] , offers the capability to run very large, highly concurrent ensembles of simulations of varying types while supporting a wide class of ME algorithms, including those increasingly available to the community via Python and R libraries. Furthermore, it offers a software sustainability solution, in that, ME studies based around EMEWS can easily be compared and distributed. A central EMEWS design goal is to ease software integration while providing scalability to the large-scale (petascale plus) supercomputers, running millions of ABMs, thousands at a time. Initial scaling studies of EMEWS have shown robust scalability [9] . The tools are also easy to install and run on an ordinary laptop, requiring only a message passing interface (MPI) implementation that can be easily obtained from common OS package repositories. By combining novel stateful tasks with traditional run-to-completion many-task computing (MTC), our framework solves many problems relevant to high-performance workflows, including scaling to very large numbers (millions) of tasks, maintaining state and locality information, and the multiple language problem.
EMEWS enables the user to plug in both ME algorithms and models (e.g., ABMs). Thus, researchers in various fields who may not be parallel programming experts can simply incorporate existing ME algorithms and run computational experiments on their scientific application without explicit parallel programming. A key feature of this approach is that the model is unmodified and the ME algorithm is 2329-924X © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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only minimally aware of its existence within the EMEWS framework. EMEWS uses a novel form of Inversion of Control (IoC), where Swift/T instantiates the ME algorithm, which then provides model parameters back to Swift/T [over interprocess communication (IPC), without returning]. These parameters are distributed to worker processes for model execution. Swift/T provides a variety of methods for integrating models, including via built-in interpreters, command line invocation, and as compiled libraries. Upon completion, the model outputs are registered back to the ME algorithm, which provides more parameters until a convergence criterion is satisfied or a computing budget is exhausted. EMEWS also relies on the new "many resident task computing" capabilities that extend the notion of MTC. This allows running tasks to effectively suspend, waiting for queries. We demonstrate that mixing resident tasks with traditional run-to-completion tasks is a powerful programming model that supports the development of calibrated and validated scientific applications, including realistic ABMs that can be used as electronic laboratories to answer important research and policy questions.
This paper offers the following contributions.
1) It describes a software integration model for highperformance workflowlike applications, where advanced algorithms, such as AL, implemented in languages, such as R, can be integrated.
2) It describes a compelling, real-world application infectious disease dynamics and presents results from running a large-scale AL workflow to characterize the parameter space of a distributed ABM. 3) It proposes and investigates novel, flexible concurrence schemes for these workflows. 4) It evaluates the performance and scalability of the application up to 10k cores on a Cray supercomputer. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe ABMs, ABM ensemble ME methods, and our susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) ABM. In Section III, we describe the EMEWS programming model and its implementation. In Section IV, we describe how the various components in our SEIR model and AL EMEWS workflow are connected. In Section V, we present the results from running a large-scale AL workflow to characterize the SEIR model parameter space. In Section VI, we report the performance numbers for the workflow. In Section VII, we restate our contributions and offer conclusions.
II. ABM, ENSEMBLE MODEL EXPLORATION METHODS, AND THE SEIR MODEL
Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is a method of computing the potential system-level consequences of the behaviors of sets of individuals [10] . ABMS allows modelers to specify the individual behavioral rules for each agent, describe the circumstances in which the individuals reside, and, then, execute the rules, via simulation, in order to determine possible system-level results. Agents themselves are individually identifiable components that usually represent decision makers at some level. Agents often are capable of some level of learning or adaptation ranging from simple parameter adjustment to the use of neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, and market models.
As larger and more complicated models of complex systems are developed, high-performance computing (HPC) resources are increasingly required to run the computational experiments needed for developing validated (i.e., trusted) models that can support decision making. On the one hand, ABMS studies require the execution of many model runs to account for stochastic variation in model outputs and for the various ensemble ME methods that are required to calibrate and analyze them. These methods can be used to carry out the followings:
1) adaptive parametric studies; 2) large-scale sensitivity analyses and scaling studies; 3) optimization and metaheuristics; 4) inverse modeling; 5) uncertainty quantification; 6) data assimilation. On the other hand, ABMs can also be distributed across processes to accommodate very large numbers of agents (e.g., >10 9 [11] ) or very complex agents. 1 These facts combine to make ABMs well suited for HPC resources, and through the EMEWS framework, they can easily and efficiently be run as part of large-scale scientific workflows.
A. Ensemble Model Exploration Methods
Depending on the aims of a computational experiment, different dynamic ensemble ME methods are appropriate. 2 In the realm of stochastic optimization, there are simulated annealing [15] , adaptive mesh [16] , genetic algorithms [17] , approximate Bayesian computation [18] , [19] , and other techniques. Ensemble Kalman filtering [20] and particle filters [21] , [22] are useful for combining ensembles of model outputs and empirical observations. AL [23] can be used to efficiently characterize large parameter spaces. These types of techniques are increasingly being used with ABMs [24] . Many of the methods are being actively developed and are implemented as free and open source libraries in popular data analysis programming languages (e.g., R) and general purpose languages (e.g., Python).
While sophisticated ME techniques have been a generally fruitful approach for combining ensemble mathematical (e.g., compartmental) models and empirical observations, for example, in infectious disease modeling [25] - [27] , we also see that such events like the 2013 West African Ebola outbreak have exposed some limits to the predictive power of these approaches [28] . The possible reasons for this are many, but some of the simplifying assumptions inherent in the compartmental models that are used for the infectious disease studies might be at issue. Compartmental models use differential equations relating aggregate variables (e.g., the fractions of the population that are susceptible, infected, or recovered/removed) to derive the dynamics of disease progression in a population. But such models are not able to capture "complex social networks and the direct contacts between individuals who adapt their behaviors [29] ." By developing more realistic models in the form of ABMs, the complexity, for example, of the interagent and biological-social interactions inherent in many infectious diseases, can be encapsulated in the specification of processes, such as agent activities and decision making, agent interactions over social networks, demographic and geographic heterogeneity, and agent adaptation and learning.
With EMEWS, the ensemble ME techniques that have been applied to simpler modeling paradigms can be carried over to the ME of large, complex, parallel, and distributed ABMs. Furthermore, many of these techniques are being actively developed and are implemented as free and open source libraries in popular programming languages. As indicated earlier, rather than requiring the reimplementation of these algorithms in the Swift/T language, the goal of the EMEWS framework is to be able to have these libraries directly control large-scale HPC workflows, thereby making them more accessible to a wider range of researchers and, at the same time, enable them to run at HPC scales.
B. SEIR Model
Our SEIR model is a distributed parallel ABM of the transmission of a flu-like disease using SEIR model dynamics [30] . The model represents each person in a selected geographical region (e.g., the City of Chicago) as an agent. Each person in the model is in one of four disease states: susceptible, exposed, infected, or recovered. Persons transition through states, moving from susceptible to exposed to infected and ending with recovered. While susceptible, a person can become exposed in the presence of infectious persons. Exposed persons are infectious but not yet infected, i.e., they can infect other persons but are not yet symptomatic. Infected persons are symptomatic and also infectious for at least part of the period of infection. Recovered persons are no longer infected or infectious and, being effectively immune to the disease, will not become susceptible again. The model begins with some specified number (parameter C I ) of persons in the exposed state, who subsequently transition through the infected and recovered state while, in turn, exposing other persons to the disease, triggering the transition of those persons through the disease states.
The transition and duration of each state are determined by model state and user-specifiable input parameters. A susceptible person will transition to exposed in the presence of infectious persons with a base probability (P S→E ) modified by the number of colocated infectious persons. The duration of a person's stay in the exposed state is drawn from a triangular distribution specified by a mode (Mo t inc ), minimum (Mi t inc ), and maximum (Mx t inc ), where the minimum (Mi t inc ) defaults to one day and the maximum (Mx t inc ) to four [31] . After the exposed duration has elapsed, an exposed person enters the infected state. Exposed persons are infectious from one day prior to entering the infected state to seven days after entering it [31] . The length of the infected state is also drawn from a triangular distribution (Mo t I , Mi t I , and Mx t I ) with a default minimum of seven days and a default maximum . While infected, a person will remain at home, thus avoiding contact with anyone outside the household. With a user-specifiable probability (P home A ), a person will remain at home as soon as they become infected; otherwise, they will remain at home beginning one day after becoming infected. A person will remain at home for either five, six, or seven days depending on a user-specifiable probability (P home B and P home C ), after which they will resume their normal activities. Once the infected period ends, a person transitions to the recovered state. The parameters of the triangular distributions, the "stay-at-home" probabilities, and the initial number of exposed persons are model parameters (see Table I ) and thus can be altered to affect the number of persons in each state as the model progresses.
The SEIR model is implemented in C++ using the Repast for HPC (Repast HPC) [33] and the Chicago Social Interaction Model (chiSIM) [34] toolkits. Repast HPC is an ABM framework for implementing ABMs in MPI and C++ on high-performance distributed-memory computing platforms. chiSIM is a framework for implementing the models that simulate the hourly mixing of a synthetic population, in this case, the City of Chicago consisting of approximately 2.9 million individual agents and 1.2 million distinct places. Synthetic populations with baseline sociodemographic data, derived from the combined U.S. Census files, are available from a growing number of sources. chiSIM uses baseline synthetic population data, such as those developed through the National Institutes of Health (NIH) MIDAS network [35] , [36] . The sociodemographic attributes of the synthetic population match that of the actual population for Chicago in the aggregate for the Census years of 2000 and 2010. Each agent has a baseline set of sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., race/ethnicity, age, gender, educational attainment, and income). All places are characterized by place type, including households, schools, hospitals, and workplaces, and have a geographic location. In the synthetic population, agents are assigned to households, workplaces, and schools (for those of school age). Places are categorized as having different types of activities that may occur there.
In a chiSIM-based model, such as SEIR, each agent, that is, each person in the simulated population, resides in a place (for example, a household, dormitory, or retirement home/ long-term care facility) and moves among other places, such as schools, workplaces, hospitals, jails, and sports facilities.
Agents move between places according to their shared activity profiles. Each agent has a profile that determines at what times throughout the day they occupy a particular location [33] . Our Chicago agent activity profiles are empirically based on 24-h time diaries collected as part of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics annual American Time Use Survey (ATUS) for individuals aged 15 years and older and from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) for children younger than 15 years. Both are nationally representative samples and collect diary data on randomly assigned days. In the SEIR model, two profiles (one weekday and one weekend) from ATUS/PSID respondents living in metropolitan areas are assigned to each agent in the model. This is done by stochastically matching each agent with an ATUS or PSID respondent who is either identical or similar with respect to the sociodemographic characteristics. Agents move between places according to their activity profiles. Once in a place, an agent mixes with other agents in some model or domainspecific way. In the case of the SEIR model, infectious agents infect colocated susceptible agents, who are having, become, infected can then in turn infect other agents as they move.
chiSIM itself is a generalization of a model of communityassociated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (CA-MRSA) [2] . The CA-MRSA model was a nondistributed model, in which all the model components (all the agent, places, and so on) run on a single process. chiSIM retains and generalizes the social interaction dynamics of the CA-MRSA model and allows models implemented using chiSIM to be distributed across multiple processes. Places are created on a process and remain there. Persons move among the processes according to their activity profiles. When a person, agent, selects a next place to move to, the person may stay on its current process or it may have to move to another process if its next place is not on the person's current process. A load balancing algorithm has been applied to the synthetic Chicago population to create an efficient distribution of agents and places, minimizing this cross-process movement of persons and balancing the number of persons on each process [34] . In addition, chiSIM provides the ability to cache any constant agent state, given sufficient memory, lessening the amount of data transferred between processes.
Sections III-V describe how the EMEWS framework is used to perform an adaptive parametric study of the SEIR model by integrating it with an ME algorithm, in this case AL [23] .
III. EMEWS PROGRAMMING MODEL
The EMEWS framework is designed to implement a high-level programming model that allows us to coordinate calls to scientific applications, such as large ABMs, as well as various control and analysis scripts over a scalable, MPI-based computing infrastructure. Specifically, EMEWS was implemented to meet the following requirements: 1) the ability to construct a workflow of many (potentially millions of) calls to a scientific application (such as an ABM simulation) with different parameters; 2) the ability to allow simulation results to feedforward into future application parameters;
3) the ability to integrate a complex ME algorithm, such as AL, into the parameter construction; 4) the ability to call into the native-code models and scientific applications (e.g., written in C++) and the third-party implementation of an ME algorithm (written in R in the current application); 5) the ability to maintain the state of the ME algorithm from call to call and programmatically access this state in the system. We provide an overview of how EMEWS and Swift/T addresses these requirements in the following.
1) The ability to manage an extreme quantity of tasks is a main design feature of the Swift/T implementation [8] , [37] , which essentially translates the Swift script into an MPI program for execution on the large-scale supercomputers. The Swift-Turbine Compiler [38] optimizes the script using multiple techniques, both conventional and oriented toward novel concurrence. In synthetic tests, Swift/T has been used to run trillions of tasks at over one billion tasks per second. It can also send very small tasks to GPUs at high rates [39] , enabling powerful mixed programming models. 2) Swift is a dataflow language. In this model, the user defines the data items (numbers, strings, binary data, and various collections of these) and connects them with functional execution. Swift also offers conventional constructs, such as if, for, foreach, and so on, with their definition only slightly modified for automatic parallelism. Following dataflow (not control flow) functions execute when their inputs are available, possibly concurrently. Thus, typical Swift loops are automatically parallel loops. Dataflow analysis allows common expressions such as g(f(1),f(2)); to expose the available concurrence (two simultaneous executions of f()). 3) Swift/T has rich support for integrating complex logic into workflows, including using scripting languages, such as Python and R. It enables this on HPC machines (where fork() may be undesirable or unavailable) by optionally bundling the script interpreters for Python, R, Julia, Tcl, JVM languages, and so on into the Swift/T runtime [40] . These interpreters are called through their native-code interfaces (thus reusing the Swift/T ability to call into native-code libraries), but high-level interfaces are provided for Swift. For example, the following Swift code:
string result = python("a=2+2","str(a)");
would store "4" in result. The python() function takes two string arguments, code and an expression. The code is executed, and the string expression is returned as a Swift string. Users may set PYTHONPATH and load their own modules or third-party modules, such as Numpy and so on. They may also call through these scripting layers into native code. The Repast HPC code is called an MPI library, as described in Section III-A.
4) Various states may be maintained in the Swift/T implementation while remaining outside the main dataflow model. This is typically done in the tasks, avoiding confusion with the dataflow. For example, a configuration file could be loaded from disk by a Python-based task and cached in a global Python variable. This data would be available on the next invocation of a Python task on that process. Developers can target different parts of the system by using the locality features in Swift/T. These were initially added to allow users to send tasks to data in a compute-node resident file system [41] . However, they can also be used to send tasks to state in a script interpreter. Tasks can be targeted at a rank or a node and be strict or nonstrict. We use strict rank targeting in this paper, while nonstrict, node-based targeting is used in (for example) the cache storage systems.
The rest of this section goes into further details on the EMEWS and Swift/T features that address the programming model requirements.
A. Hierarchical Concurrence
MPI enables the concurrent execution of multiple cooperating multiprocessing codes, each of which can have a separate communication context shared with only the MPI processes executing that code. MPI represents these contexts with communicators that typically form a tree hierarchy, starting from an initial world communicator that encompasses all processes. Given a communicator, new child communicators can be created and passed to libraries for their exclusive use, allowing an application to be constructed through composition of existing parallel libraries and codes.
Our execution model has multiple levels of concurrence and a great deal of flexibility in how the workflow uses the available processing power of a supercomputer. Since the SEIR model itself uses MPI, it must be treated as an MPI library. Swift/T uses the MPI 3.0 MPI_Comm_create_group() feature to allocate a new communicator for each task [42] . These are handed to the application for each new task and deallocated (MPI_Comm_free()) at the end of the task. The user can specify the number of processes (e.g., p) for each task programmatically with @par=p f(...); When launching a simulation task, Swift/T constructs the communicator and passes it to the SEIR model that is a shared library loaded by Swift/T. The use of MPI in the SEIR model is completely independent of the use of MPI by Swift/T. There is no mixture of control flow from Swift to the SEIR model; once the SEIR task starts, it proceeds with normal MPI/C++ semantics until returning control back to Swift/T.
B. Location-Aware Many-Task Scheduling
MTC workloads, on the one hand, generally allow the scheduler a great deal of leeway in determining where tasks will execute. Bag-of-tasks workloads, for example, are the most lenient, allowing tasks to execute anywhere in any order. Programming models, such as MPI, on the other hand, give the programmer total control over execution locality.
Swift/T strikes a balance between these two extremes with its location annotation. By default, tasks can execute on any worker process, but the programmer has the option of specifying the annotation with @location=L f(), where f() is the task and L is a location value. A location value is constructed from an MPI rank r with optional accuracy and strictness qualifiers. (Swift/T features allow a hostname to be translated to one or more MPI ranks.) The accuracy may be RANK, specifying the process with rank r , or NODE, specifying any process that shares the same network host with r . The strictness may be SOFT, allowing the task to run anywhere in the system if there is nothing else to do at a given point in time, or HARD, specifying that the scheduler should wait until the location constraint can be satisfied (even at the expense of maintaining idle processors).
The location features in Swift/T were originally added for data-intensive workloads [41] . These provide a novel model for best effort, data-aware scheduling, when data are stored on the compute nodes. Compute node-resident storage systems that advertise data locations can be exploited by these programming features. In EMEWS, we extend the utility of this feature by using it to target program state instead of bulk data. By keeping program state resident, we avoid any cost associated with approaches that depend on data serialization. More importantly, we can more easily leverage the third-party libraries as resident programs without extensively modifying them to fit a data serialization-based scheme.
C. Resident Tasks for Ensemble Control
Previous uses of workflow languages to control ME typically take one of two approaches. In the first approach, the ME algorithm is encoded in the workflow language. While some workflow languages provide rich support for arithmetic operations (Swift/T is notable in this regard), many do not. Even so, this approach requires that such algorithms be coded from scratch in the workflow language and makes it impossible to directly reuse code in other languages. In the second approach, the algorithm is provided as a built-in feature of the workflow system. This approach has been taken by Nimrod/O [43] and Dakota [44] , among others. It does not allow the end users much control over the ME algorithm used, unless they can modify the source code of the workflow system itself.
EMEWS defines and uses resident tasks as a building block to implement the user-defined ME workflows. The key technological feature is the ability to launch a task in a background process or thread. Background indicates that the foreground process or thread returns the control to Swift/T after execution (as a normal task would), but the background task is still running. It retains state and potentially performs ongoing computation. For the current example, the background task maintains the state of an AL ME algorithm. The overarching workflow must simply query this task for instruction on what tasks to execute next. To do so, a task is issued to the same location as the resident task that communicates with it over IPC.
D. EMEWS Queues for R
To query the state of the AL algorithm, we designate one worker on location L for exclusive use by AL. Interaction with Fig. 1 . EQ/R EMEWS workflow with an AL ME resident task.
this worker via the EMEWS Queues for R (EQ/R) extension is shown in Fig. 1 . The EQ/R extension allows Swift/T workflows to communicate with a persistent embedded R interpreter on a worker at some location L via two blocking queues, IN and OUT. The extension provides C++ functions that allow string data to be pushed onto and retrieved from these queues. These functions are wrapped in an interface and are accessible to Swift/T and shared with the R environment. Upon initialization, EQ/R adds these functions to the R environment and spawns a thread, in which the R script is run. Through these functions, the R script places string data in the OUT queue, where the Swift/T parent thread can retrieve it with the EQR_get() function. Similar functionality exists for the IN queue, and in this way, string data are passed back and forth from the R script to the Swift/T workflow. The queues themselves will block if the queue is empty, allowing the Swift/T workflow to pause and wait for data from the R script, and vice versa. When the R script waits and control returns back to Swift/T, the R interpreter is not deallocated. When subsequent R tasks execute on location L, they have access to the IN and OUT queues via the same functions. Through blocking queues and resident tasks, EQ/R implements an IoC pattern, where the logic embedded within the external ME algorithm, rather than in the Swift/T script, determines the progression of the workflow. As a note, a similar IoC pattern is employed with the EMEWS queues for the Python (EQ/Py) extension and Python-based ME algorithms.
E. Worker Types
Swift/T offers worker types, a powerful, high-level way to map the execution to various parts of the system. The user may specify any number of task types by simply providing a token. Then, functions that are defined with this token will execute only on workers (ranks) configured to accept these task types.
Similar to the Swift/T locality features (Section III-B), these offer a tradeoff between automated load balancing and full user control over execution location. They could be used to ensure that a small number of workers are allocated for performance-critical control tasks (e.g., tasks that produce input parameters for many other tasks) or to throttle the number of I/O-intensive tasks running at any point in time.
The EQ/R tasks have their own worker type resident_work. This enables R-based analysis code to be used for tasks, such as calculating complex objective functions from simulation outputs, without affecting the R interpreter used by the AL calculations.
F. Contiguous Ranks
In the previous work with Swift/T parallel tasks, worker ranks were assembled into per-task subcommunicators essentially, randomly. This was the most flexible technique and was immune to the fragmentation problems. For EMEWS, we extended the Swift/T parallel tasks feature to additionally support "parmod" (parallel-modulus) tasks. Communicators constructed to run tasks denoted with parmod = n have the following two additional constraints. 1) They must start on a rank r , such that r ≡ 0 (mod n).
2) The ranks in the new subcommunicator are contiguous in the parent communicator. For example, on a computer with 32 cores per node, the user could set parmod = 32, then a 32-process (@par=32) task would always consume exactly 1 node; when parmod = 64, a 64-process task would consume exactly 2 nodes that are topologically neighbors (assuming the MPI implementation is configured to lay out ranks in such a manner).
In this paper, we use parmod tasks for two reasons. The first is simply to gain the benefit of achieving the intranode performance for parallel SEIR model tasks by ensuring that all the processes in that node are running the same model instance. We run each task, that is, each model instance on 256 processes with a per process node count of 8 and thus fully utilize 32 nodes. Second, it allows us to cache data more easily since the task layout is always the same. If the communicator layouts were more random, it would take a great deal, more development time, to correctly manage data cached in the SEIR model, in this case, the initial synthetic population, from one parallel task to the next.
IV. INTEGRATION
Our focus is on the identification of the viable regions within the parameter space of the SEIR model. These regions represent input parameters resulting in model outputs that fall within the range of plausible flu incidence trajectories. The SEIR model includes stochasticity in two of its key elements. First, the initially exposed population is randomly distributed across the synthetic population. Second, the collocationbased infection dynamics stochastically determine whether an infection has occurred. Thus, as modelers, we are faced with the task of determining how to evaluate the "goodness" of a parameter set. We cannot simply look for time series fits to historical flu trends since the empirical time series are individual trajectories of flu infection dynamics that have been observed. What the empirical data do not show, for example, are all of the flu trajectories that did not occur (or possibly were not identified). Also, since the SEIR model distributes the initially exposed population randomly, it is highly unlikely that any actual distribution of initially exposed people would match this, and since the infections are not spread in aggregate but through contacts between collocated individuals, the initial spatial distribution has the potential to greatly affect the timing and size of the flu incidence peak. As such, as we describe in the following, we resolved to run 20 stochastic variations for each parameter combination and characterize the parameter set as viable or not based on two aggregate statistics.
In this current parameterization of the SEIR model, the inputs that are allowed to vary are the initial number of infected individuals (C I ) and the hourly probability of going from susceptible to exposed per each collocated infectious agent (P S→E ). C I is ranged from 1 to 100 in increments of 1. P S→E is ranged from 2e−5 to 4e−5 in increments of 0.02e−5. For each combination of these two parameters, the SEIR model outputs a table of newly infected agents for each week of a 35-week period. The objective function we use to characterize the model output calculates the mean and maximum values for each 35-week period. We define a threshold condition using the mean and maximum values within which the model outputs are deemed to adequately resemble empirically observed infection count trends for Chicago, obtained from [45] . The threshold condition used was less than 10 000 newly infected in any single week for the maximum and a mean across all 35 weeks of greater than 100 new infections per week. The computational challenge then becomes one of trying to characterize the SEIR model parameter space into viable and nonviable regions efficiently, that is, without having to run too many simulations to evaluate the viability of parameter combinations. While a number of different ensemble methods could potentially be used for this, the AL approach, described in the following, maps naturally to the problem.
A. AL Algorithm
AL [23] is a promising approach for characterizing the large parameter spaces of computational models (see [46] ) with less expensive, reduced order models, or metamodels. AL combines the concepts from adaptive design of experiments (see [47] ) and machine learning to iteratively and strategically sample from an unlabeled data set. AL works well in situations, where "…unlabeled data may be abundant or easily obtained, but labels are difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to obtain" [23] . The AL approach can be naturally mapped to the characterization of the parameter spaces of computer simulations when one considers the unlabeled data as points in a parameter space and the labeling activity as evaluating those points by running (possibly expensive) simulations.
In this paper, we chose to implement an R-based AL algorithm in order to highlight the types of useful and sophisticated parameter search approaches that can be developed when leveraging the existing functionality in widely used open source data analytics languages. Rather than requiring the time-intensive and error-prone reimplementation of these algorithms in Swift/T for the sole purpose of running large ensembles of simulations, we are able to have these algorithms directly control large-scale HPC workflows.
AL is a general approach which can afford a fair amount of customization in its specific implementation. The overall goal is to iteratively pick points (individual or sets) to sample, where the sampled points are chosen through some query strategy. In our case, we choose an uncertainty sampling strategy, where we employ a machine learning classifier on the already collected data and, then, choose subsequent samples close to the classification boundary, i.e., where the uncertainty between classes is maximal. In this way, we exploit the information that the classifier provides based on the existing data. To take advantage of the concurrence that we have available on HPC systems, the samples at each round of the AL procedure are batch collected (and evaluated) in parallel. In order to decrease the overlap in reducing classification uncertainty that nearby maximally uncertain sample points are likely to have, we cluster all the candidate points and choose an individual point within each cluster. This ensures a level of diversity in the sampled points and, therefore, a greater expected reduction of uncertainty [48] . We balance the exploitation of the classifier model with an exploratory component, where random points in the parameter space are sampled in order to investigate the additional regions that may not have been sampled yet. This can prevent premature convergence to an incorrect or incomplete metamodel.
The pseudocode for our AL algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . The workflow proceeds until the cross-validation metric, a proxy for out-of-sample model performance, is satisfied. Parallel evaluations of the objective function F()-the SEIR model simulation-are performed in lines 11 and 19 over some sample of parameters. At each iteration, the sampled results feed into the classifier R (lines 13 and 21) . At the end of the workflow, the final metamodel predictions are generated for the remaining parameter space. 
B. Inversion of Control Implementation
Our central EMEWS workflow pattern is shown in Fig. 3 . For our AL R algorithm, located at location L, the doAL function is called. The for loop continues to iterate while the new sets of parameters are obtained from the AL algorithm via the EQ/R EQR_get call. The parameter sets are sent to run_model, where they are split up and evaluated concurrently via a Swift/T foreach loop (not shown). Objective function results results, indicating a viable parameter combination or not, are returned by run_model and passed back to the AL algorithm via the EQ/R EQR_put call. This loop continues until the EQR_get call obtains the special token "FINAL." Note that the EQR_put and EQR_get calls take the location L as a parameter. The implementation of EQR_get and EQR_put uses this location in a location-aware many-task scheduling annotation, as described in Section III-B.
Also, as described earlier, this qualifies as an IoC pattern since rather than Swift/T, the R-based AL algorithm controls the overall workflow logic. The algorithm produces simulation parameters and consumes results; however, instead of calling the model code directly, the parameters are intercepted and sent to Swift/T for distributed execution, with results seamlessly returned. This powerful pattern allows many third-party algorithms to be easily dropped into our framework and coordinate large-scale ensemble ME workflows.
C. AL EQ/R Communication Interface
As described in Section III-D, the interprocess communication is performed over queues. The queues are implemented in C++ but must also be accessible from Swift and R. The interface to these queues is shown in Fig. 4 . Their implementation uses a straightforward Standard Template Library-based locking scheme. This library is exposed to Swift/T by using its SWIG-based library calling technique [49] . It is exposed to R via RInside [50] . Thus, the C++ data structure is available to both the Swift/T workflow and the R-based algorithm via Tcl and R wrapper interfaces, respectively. 
D. SEIR Model as Parallel Leaf Function
Since the SEIR model is an MPI application, it must be compiled as a shared library and wrapped in a Swift/T Tcl interface [42] . Through this interface, Swift/T passes a parameter string that contains all the parameters (i.e., the initial number of exposed persons, the various distribution values, and so on) for the current model run to the SEIR model. In addition, the Tcl interface also passes the MPI communicator for the current run. When the model receives the first set of parameters, it fills a cache with the required input data from the files specified in the parameter string, virtually eliminating I/O overhead in subsequent model runs. The caches are per process and contain the data for that process rank. The input data consist of person, place, and activity definitions. As part of the above-mentioned load balancing scheme, places are assigned to particular process ranks and persons move among processes as they move to the next place in their activity schedules. Each cache then contains the data for its process rank. Consequently, the caching mechanism requires consistent contiguous process ranks, such that the cache originally created on process n, remains on process n during subsequent runs. We make sure this is the case by setting the environment variable ADLB_PAR_MOD to the number of processes required to run the model (i.e., 256), enabling contiguous process ranks in communicators of that size.
For a more in-depth and technical description of the elements within an EMEWS workflow, including a complete AL workflow utilizing a distributed MPI-based model, the reader is referred to the EMEWS tutorial, accessible through the EWEWS site [7] .
V. AL RESULTS
All experiments presented in Sections VI and VII were performed on the Cray XE6 Beagle at the University of Chicago, hosted at the Argonne National Laboratory. Beagle has 728 nodes, each with two AMD Operton 6300 processors, each having 16 cores, for a total of 32 cores per node; the system thus has 23 296 cores in all. Each node has 64 GB of RAM.
For the AL workflow run presented in this section, each SEIR model run was distributed over 256 processes (32 nodes), and we ran up to six models concurrently (192 nodes), demonstrating the hierarchical concurrence that EMEWS workflows can generate. Each model took approximately 7 s to run per simulated week, and we ran them for 35 weeks (≈ 245 s per model run). The initial cache loading of person, place, and activity definitions occurred exactly once across each of the six sets of 32 nodes and took a total of 2 min. 5 shows the progression of the AL algorithm evaluating parameter points, training the random forest model, and generating predictions for the out-of-sample points in the 2-D C I versus P S→E parameter space over 40 iterations, where the parameter space was gridded into 10 100 discrete points (101 × 100). Each parameter point evaluation consists of 20 model runs of that parameter combination with the random seed varied for each of the runs and with the viability of the parameter set determined, as described in Section IV. Iteration 0 shows the initial design, where 100 randomly chosen points were evaluated. The black and red dots signify the parameter sets evaluated to be viable and nonviable, respectively. The orange and blue regions indicate the random forest metamodel out-of-sample prediction for viable and nonviable parameter space regions, respectively. The shading between the orange and blue regions represents the uncertainty in these predictions, where the darkest regions represent maximal uncertainty, i.e., equal probability of being viable or nonviable. As the iterations progress, points that were newly added since the last iteration panel are indicated by the green dots. For this particular AL workflow, at each iteration, we added five points close to the classification boundary (exploit) and five randomly sampled points (explore), for a total of 10 new points per iteration. Thus, at the end of iteration 40, about 5% of the parameter space was sampled. What can be observed is that as the AL progresses, the initial prediction boundary is gradually refined as additional points along it are evaluated, while the rest of the parameter space, where there is less uncertainty in the model prediction, e.g., the central part of the viable region, is not as densely explored. Importantly, regions of high uncertainty are seen to be reduced in width, sharpening the distinction between the two categories of interest. This pattern of parameter space evaluation is useful from the point of view of efficiently utilizing a computational budget, as the boundary points are the main drivers of an accurate metamodel. While the exploitation/exploration balance that we used appears to sufficiently cover and characterize our parameter space, other parameter spaces with, e.g., different dimensionality or granularity, may benefit from a different ratio.
An iterative ME algorithm needs a termination condition. This can be based simply on a predetermined computation budget or some expected performance metric. In this example, we chose to monitor the cross-validation (CV) accuracy, both its sample mean and standard deviation. At each AL algorithm iteration, the random forest model is trained and tenfold cross validation is applied in order to get an estimate of the expected out-of-sample model performance. Fig. 6 shows the progression of the CV accuracy and standard deviation. What is observed is that while the CV accuracy is near constant, the standard deviation gradually decreases. This indicates that as the metamodel is being improved at each iteration with the addition of more data, we are able to better trust its out-of-sample performance level. This also reflects the increased certainty of the metamodel as seen by the reduction of shaded regions in Fig. 5 . Finally, this also suggests the additional AL experiments, such as varying the number of initial samples or the number of samples chosen at each iteration, to observe the effects on the trajectory of CV accuracy or other CV metrics.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
A. Task Parallelism
In our application model (see Section III-A), there are multiple potential concurrence modes. Here, we describe the task-specific parallelism. As described in Section II-B, the SEIR model can be load balanced to run on any number of processes, parameterized by p_count. For these task parallelism experiments, we configured it to run on p_count=4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 processes. We measured the average time it took for the SEIR model to simulate one week within the workflow and reported it in Fig. 7 . The results show that the SEIR model scales well to 128 and potentially to 256 processes. This scaling is important, as many of the ensemble methods of interest are iterative in nature, such that any performance increases that can be achieved for the simulation runs themselves are generally multiplied by the number of iterations required for the complete workflow if the necessary concurrence is available. Thus, the simulation developer has the option to retain a model's complexity rather than simplify it, such that it "…be amenable to comprehensive and systematic analysis" [24] .
B. Total Time to Completion
For our SEIR/AL workflow performance evaluation, we constructed test AL workflows using a one ZIP code version (∼44k agents) of the SEIR model. The tests in this paper exercised the full set of AL workflow components to observe their individual and collective performance characteristics. The cross-validation metric condition was modified to run past satisfaction to produce a consistent number of tasks (and thus always ran to the provided maximum number of iterations).
Our performance objective was to determine how the workflow overheads might affect the total time to complete the AL workflow. For each number of total processes, we ran the workflow at p_count = 4. This is the most challenging case for Swift, as higher p_count values reduce the number of tasks running at a time (as each task has more processes). For each increasing number of total processes, we increased the workload size (weak scaling). The total number of tasks in each workflow was hand-specified by selecting a maximum iterations number multiplied by the number of total processes; thus, the AL convergence criterion was disabled. The total number of tasks for each run was set to the number of total processes, and the maximal concurrence per round (P rand + P clus ) was equal to the number of total processes divided by 4, and thus, there were four iterations. We recorded the total runtime reported by Swift and plotted it in Fig. 8 .
As shown, the total workflow time is only minimally affected by scale. In our largest run, on 10 240 cores of Beagle, there is no utilization loss due to workflow overheads, demonstrating the robust scalability of EMEWS. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented EMEWS, a framework for running large ensembles of simulations, in which the sophisticated ME algorithms can iteratively and adaptively refine simulation parameters through the analysis of recently generated results and launch new scientific applications based on the refined parameters. The mechanism itself has been implemented by using the Swift/T dataflow language and exhibits a novel form of IoC using location-aware manytask scheduling, resident tasks, and nontrivial IPC over HPC resources.
Using EMEWS, we developed an AL workflow through the selective reuse of third-party R packages, highlighting the multiple parallel programming language and runtime innovations, including novel features for parallel tasks (see Sections III-A and III-F), task locality (Section III-B), and stateful tasks (Section III-C), that make such a workflow possible. We demonstrated how the AL workflow was able to efficiently characterize the parameter space of a stochastic, large-scale, distributed SEIR model into viable and nonviable regions while sampling only a small fraction of possible parameters.
Performance results illustrate the basic scalability of EMEWS on a typical supercomputer. We demonstrated that a flexible range of concurrence strategies are within the performance envelope of our tools, enabling anything from a massive battery of single-process simulations to a mixture of varying multiprocess runs. Furthermore, while the focus here was the use of EMEWS for ABMs, EMEWS is being effectively applied to a variety of modeling methods (e.g., microsimulation [51] , machine learning hyperparameter optimization [52] , and biophysical modeling [53] ) that require calibration, parameterization, or optimization achieved through the iterative execution of large numbers of computations.
We believe that as application teams consider good uses of near-exascale resources, they will observe that the defensible scientific investigations will have to be backed by large and novel many-task ensemble studies.
EMEWS has been released as an open source framework for the community [7] , and we intend to continue to refine and improve it while continuing to develop additional use case examples that exploit widely available ME libraries. Ultimately, the goal of EMEWS is to democratize the use of HPC resources by allowing the nonexpert researchers to tap into advanced third-party ensemble ME methods, such as optimization or AL algorithms, to take advantage of the extreme-scale systems that will become available in the upcoming years.
